Sealed Quotation are invited for the following item on the term and conditions as mentioned below:
Quotation should reach this office on or before 21.08.2017 by 03:00 P.M.

Fire Hose Reel complete set wall mounted 180° swing with 30 mtr. pipe length & Dia. 25mm with nozzle assembly & clamp

Terms & Conditions:
1. Please mention the GST separately on each item
2. The firm must be registered supplier in any Government or in Central Purchase A.M.U. Aligarh.
3. Make & Warranty detail MUST BE Clearly mentioned in the quotation of the firm.
4. Only typed quotation bearing GST Nos. on original letter head will be entertained.
5. Cutting/over writing/hand written on quotation will not be accepted.
6. Installation and Commissioning will be the responsibility of the supplier. After sale service must be provided.
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